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"It is beginning to dctwn on biologists that they m~y bcrve g;t it [genetics/wrong Not completely wrong, but wrong enou.'<.h
to be embarrassing.. ... F01; suddenly, cells seem to be full of RNA doing who-knows-what."
-THE ECONOMIST, "RNA: REALLY NEW ADVANC ES," JUNE 14, 2007.

The search for solutions to hunger, poverty and climate change has brought new intensity to the
debate over genetically modified crops. Biotechnology is expected to be a central building block in
the State Department 's food security strateg){ and prominent legislation in the Senate could mandate
biotechnology research be a permanent part of US foreign aid. Meanwhile high profile defeats for
the biotech industry are mounting. [editor's note]
A major conflict over this issue has developed. On one side are scientists, universities and corporations who have invested nearly 2 5 years and tens of billions of dollars in the genetic engineering of
crop plants. On th e othe r side is a flood of evidence that the process of food plant tra nsgenics
(genetic engineering) is deeply and fatally flawed and has been resting on a theoretica l foundation
that has crumbled away as the science of genetics reinvents itself.
coNTINUED oN ••c ! 2
This Food First backgrounder summarizes two papers by Don Lotter in the International Journal of the Sociology of Agriculture and Food in May
2009: The Genetic Engineenng of Food and the Fa ilure of Science. Part 1: The Development of a Flawed Enterprise and Part 2: Academic
Capitalism and the Loss of Scientific Integrity.
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It is quire stunning to read scientific
reports, mostly from Europe, that are
uncovering the serious genetic and
protein integrity problems arising
from crop rransgenics. It challenges
the imagination as to how this technology and irs products could possibly have gained regulatory
approval and continued scientific
acceptance in the US. These flaws

Of the many studies documenting
these serious problems with transgenic foods, one example stands
out, nor only for irs health effects,
bur also for what happens to scientists who discover these problems.
For example, in the late 1990s, one
of Europe's top generic engineers,
Dr. Arpad Pusztai, found that the
process of genetic engineering of
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digest ive tract;
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partial atrophy
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immune system
damage. Pusztai's subsequent termination from his senior position at a
UK resea rch institute following the
release of his research results is discussed in my pap er a long w ith
other examples of bias against and
mistreatment of scient ists whose
research does not support transgenics. Pusztai's paper in The Lancet,
considered the top medical journal
in the world, remains a landmark in
food rransgenics. 2
A 2007 paper by a Spanish scientist
in the scie ntific jo urnal Cr itical
Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition, surveyed the literature on roxicology studies done on transgenic
foods. The author, Jose L. Domingo,
wrote that it is "q uite amaz ing to
note" the paucity of toxicology studies on transgenic foods, and asked
"where is the scientific evide nce
showing that GM plants/ food are
toxicologically safe, as assumed by
the biotechnology companies
involved in commercial GM foods?"3
Commenting on the lack of safety
data on transgenic foods in the Journal of Medicinal Food , 4 David
Schubert, head of the Cellular Neurobiology Laboratory at the Salk
Institute in California, wrote in 2008:

